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ABSTRACT

DNA mismatch repair (MMR) corrects mismatches,
small insertions and deletions in DNA during DNA
replication. While scanning for mismatches, dimers
of MutS embrace the DNA helix with their lever and
clamp domains. Previous studies indicated generic
flexibility of the lever and clamp domains of MutS
prior to DNA binding, but whether this was important
for MutS function was unknown. Here, we present a
novel crystal structure of DNA-free Escherichia coli
MutS. In this apo-structure, the clamp domains are
repositioned due to kinking at specific sites in the
coiled-coil region in the lever domains, suggesting
a defined hinge point. We made mutations at the
coiled-coil hinge point. The mutants made to disrupt
the helical fold at the kink site diminish DNA binding,
whereas those made to increase stability of coiled-
coil result in stronger DNA binding. These data sug-
gest that the site-specific kinking of the coiled-coil
in the lever domain is important for loading of this
ABC-ATPase on DNA.

INTRODUCTION

The DNA mismatch repair (MMR) pathway is responsi-
ble for maintaining genetic information by correcting base-
substitution and insertion-deletion mismatches, generated
during DNA replication (1,2). MMR deficiency results in a
mutator phenotype and in humans it can predispose to can-
cer, referred to as HNPCC or Lynch syndrome (3). MutS
initiates the repair by scanning the DNA for mismatches.
Upon mismatch detection, it signals for repair by forming
a sliding clamp that activates MutL (4,5). MutL then ac-
tivates the downstream repair, which includes nicking the
newly replicated strand, unwinding the DNA and resynthe-
sis of the daughter strand.

MutS proteins belong to the ATP-binding cassette (ABC)
ATPases and are evolutionarily conserved from bacte-
ria to mammals. MutS forms constitutive dimers, while

some prokaryotic MutS homologs can also tetramerize
through their C-terminal domain, but this is not required
for MMR (6–8). In eukaryotic cells, the MutS homologs
that are active in MMR form heterodimers (MSH2/MSH6
or MSH2/MSH3) (9). In both prokaryotes and eukaryotes,
MutS acts as a heterodimer during MMR. During mis-
match binding, both monomers embrace the DNA helix
with their lever and clamp domains (10–13) but only one
of the monomers recognizes the DNA mismatch through
its mismatch-binding domain.

The binding of the MutS clamp domains around the
DNA helix is expected to be a general feature, regardless of
the presence of a mismatch. The crystal structure of DNA-
free Thermus aquaticus MutS indicated disorder of large
portions of MutS in the absence of DNA. The clamp, lever
and mismatch domains were not ordered while the dimer
itself was kept intact (11). Conformational freedom of the
clamp domains was also observed in SAXS studies with
the DNA-free protein (8). Both studies indicate that in the
absence of DNA, the clamp and lever domains of MutS
dimers are flexible, but how such flexibility is achieved was
unclear. The lever domains of MutS are composed of two �-
helices, forming a left-handed antiparallel coiled-coil (14).
Other ABC-ATPase family members, such as Rad50 and
the Structural Maintenance of Chromosomes (SMC) fam-
ily have coiled-coil levers that are even more extended. The
latter proteins were shown to have conformational flexibil-
ity in their coiled-coils in atomic force microscopy (AFM)
and rotary shadowing electron microscopy (EM) analyses
(15–18).

Here we present a novel crystal structure of a DNA-free
Escherichia coli MutS dimer, where the lever domains dis-
play an unexpected kink, resulting in a displacement of
the clamp domains relative to the mismatch-bound state
(10). In our structure, the conformational freedom origi-
nates from hinging of specific regions in the lever domains.
We wondered if the ability to kink rather than generic flexi-
bility could be important for MutS function. We studied the
effect of mutations at the kinking site on different steps in
MutS activation, including DNA binding, mismatch recog-
nition, ATP-dependent clamp formation and loading of
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MutL. The data indicate that the defined hinge is relevant
for DNA binding by this ABC-ATPase.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Proteins

MutS mutants were created in the mutS gene in vec-
tor pET-3d and LOCK1, a MutS double cysteine variant
E435C R449C, was created in a mutS cysteine free vector
(19,20), using the QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis
Kit (Stratagene) and appropriate primers (IDT). All MutS
and MutL proteins were expressed and purified as described
(21), except for mutants MutS FLEX2 and MutS FLEX3
where the lysis buffer contained 10% glycerol and an in-
creased salt concentration of 400 mM.

Crystallography

Crystallization of full-length DNA-free MutS P839E was
performed using 50 �M MutS (in 25 mM Hepes 7.5, 150
mM NaCl, 10 mM MgCl2) mixed with ADP (final con-
centration 50 �M) in 200 nl. The protein was crystal-
lized using vapor diffusion with 3–8% dioxane, 1.4–1.7 mM
(NH4)2SO4 and 100 mM Hepes pH 7.0. The crystal was
transferred to mother liquor supplemented with 30% glyc-
erol before flash cooling it in liquid nitrogen.

Crystallographic data were collected at ESRF beamline
ID14-4 and was processed using iMosflm (22) and Scala
(23). The initial structure was solved using molecular re-
placement for the ATPase domain in Phaser (24) with part
of chain A of PDB entry 1WB9 as search model and step-
wise addition of domains. Structure refinement was per-
formed using Buster (25), Refmac5 (26) and PDB-REDO
(27). Residues 12–80 (mismatch binding domain) in chain
A and residues 442–503 (clamp domain) in chain B have
density that is not very well defined, indicating some flexi-
bility within the crystal. They were placed in the structure
as rigid bodies, using the conserved fold of the mismatch
binding domain and clamp domain, respectively. See Table
1 for crystallographic statistics.

Protein stability measurements

Protein stability was assayed using a Prometheus NT.48
(Nanotemper). WT or mutant MutS proteins were diluted
to 1 mg/ml and subjected to a temperature gradient to de-
termine melting temperatures (Tm), which were read out by
changes in tryptophan fluorescence. Analytical gel filtration
was performed for MutS WT and all mutants on a S200
5/100 (GE Healthcare) in 25 mM Hepes 7.5, 250 mM KCl
and 1 mM DTT on an Akta Micro system.

Equilibrium DNA binding

Fluorescence polarization measurements to assess DNA-
binding affinities of WT and mutant MutS proteins were
performed in buffer consisting of 25 mM Hepes pH 7.5,
150 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.05% Tween-20. A concen-
tration of 0.5 nM of 5′ labeled TAMRA-21-bp DNA with
a mismatch at position 9 (5′-TAMRA-AGCTGCCAGGC
ACCAGTGTCA annealed with TGACACTGGTGCTTG

Table 1. Crystallographic data and refinement statistics

Data collection

λ (Å) 0.934
Resolution range (Å)a 80.2–2.6 (2.67–2.6)
Completeness (%) 98.1 (94.2)
I/�(I) 4.6 (1.4)
Rmerge (%) 0.30 (1.2)
Space group P 21 21 21
Cell dimensions (Å) 113.38 113.53 158.90
Total no. of observations 253695 (17401)
Total no. of unique reflections 62205 (4381)
Multiplicity 4.1 (4.0)
Wilson’s B-factor (Å2) 32.2

Refinement

No. of atoms (protein/solvent) 12198/254
Average B-factor (Å2) 59
Rfree reflections 3051 (4.91%)
Rwork/Rfree (%) 20.6/25.7
Ramachandranb 1450/73/0
Bond r.m.s.z/r.m.s.d. (Å) 0.53/0.0106
Angle r.m.s.z/r.m.s.d.(◦) 0.78/1.27

aNumbers within parentheses refer to the highest resolution shell.
bNumber of residuals favored/allowed/outliers.

GCAGCT) was used as fluorescent probe. MutS proteins
were serially diluted in black flat-bottomed 384-well plates
(Corning) in 30 �l volumes. The plate was equilibrated at
RT for 5 min, after which polarization of the TAMRA label
was read out in a PHERAstar FS machine (BMG Labtech)
with a 540/590 (excitation/emission) FP module. Kapp

d val-
ues were determined using GraphPad Prism 7.02.

Surface plasmon resonance analysis of DNA-binding kinetics

Kinetics of MutS binding to 21-bp DNA containing a GT
mismatch (sequence, see above), which was attached to a
streptavidin chip via a biotin-conjugated (dT)20 linker, was
determined using surface plasmon resonance (SPR). The
measurements were performed in a Biacore T200 system
(GE Healthcare) at 25◦C with the same setup as described
previously (8,21). Data analysis of FP and SPR experiments
was done using GraphPad Prism 7.02 (GraphPad Software
Inc.). In order to calculate apparent equilibrium binding
constants (Kapp

d ) binding responses were plotted as func-
tion of protein concentration and fitted with one site bind-
ing equation:

Y = Bmax × X
Kd + X

+ Background

Where Y = binding response; X = protein concentration;
Background = background response, Bmax = Maximum
binding response; Kd = apparent equilibrium binding con-
stants.

In order to calculate apparent dissociation rate constants
(kapp

off ) the dissociation phases of the SPR sensograms were
fitted with one phase decay equation:

Y = (Y0 − Plateau) ∗ e−k×(t−t0) + Plateau

Where Y = binding response; Y0 = initial binding response;
Plateau = final plateau after dissociation; k = kapp

off ; t0 = dis-
sociation starting time.
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SPR to analyze MutL binding

Binding kinetics of MutS-MutL to 100-bp containing a GT
mismatch was performed in the same set-up (8,21), with the
addition 1 mg/ml BSA and 1 mM ATP. Biotinylated DNA
was immobilized on a streptavidin chip to a signal of ∼15.0
RU. Double biotinylated DNA (both 5′ ends) were used as
a blocked end oligo. MutS injections of 1200 nM for 60 s
were followed by MutL injections for 120 s with concentra-
tions ranging from 0 to 2048 nM. High concentration for
MutS was chosen to achieve a full binding for all MutS
mutants. In between individual cycles, SA chips were re-
generated with 0.5% SDS. MutL binding analysis involved
normalization on MutS binding at 60 s and subtracted for
MutS binding, therefore making it possible to fit Kapp

d for
MutL binding using GraphPad Prism 7.

For titration of ATP in this context, the same DNA was
immobilized. Experiments were performed using the same
buffer but lacking ATP. Again 1200 nM MutS was injected
for 60 s, followed by a second injection of 120 s containing
buffer (control), 0.5, 4 or 32 �M ATP, or 400 nM MutL
supplemented with 0.5, 4 or 32 �M ATP.

Crosslinking of LOCK1

A double cysteine mutant E435C R449C (LOCK1) was re-
duced at 80 �M with 10 mM DTT for 30 min and dia-
lyzed o/n at 4◦C into binding buffer (25 mM Hepes 7.5,
150 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2) to remove DTT. Crosslinkers
BM(PEG)2 (linker length 14.7 Å) and BM(PEG)3 (linker
length 17.8 Å) (Sigma) were dissolved in DMSO to a final
concentration of 50 mM. Crosslinker was added in 30-fold
molar excess over the MutS-monomer concentration and
incubated for 3 h at 4◦C. Excess of crosslinker was removed
using Zeba spin column (7K MWCO, 2 ml, ThermoFisher)
and crosslinked MutS was used for DNA-binding kinetics
using SPR. SDS-PAGE gel analysis was used to confirm the
absence of MutS inter-crosslink dimers (not shown).

Crosslinked LOCK1 was added to 100-bp containing a
GT mismatch (21) in 10:1 ratio ([DNA]:[MutS monomer]),
incubated for 30 min at RT and analyzed on an Akta Mi-
cro using Superdex 200 5/150 (in binding buffer). Using
crosslinked LOCK1 and LOCK1, we could examine the
binding affinity of the mixed sample. Both proteins were
mixed in a 1:1 ratio and incubated for 30 min at RT to form
a new equilibrium of heterodimers and homodimers. After
30 min, dilutions were made for SPR experiments (see de-
tails above). For all SPR experiments regarding LOCK1,
the binding buffer was supplemented with 1 mg/ml BSA.

RESULTS

Crystal structure of DNA-free MutS

Full-length E. coli MutS P839E, which does not tetramerize
(8), was crystallized in the absence of DNA and its struc-
ture was solved at a resolution of 2.6 Å (Table 1 and Fig-
ure 1A). Structure solution required a step-wise approach,
as domains were rearranged with respect to each other
and to other previously determined structures, preventing
straightforward molecular replacement. The structure was
solved by first placing the ATPase domains, followed by

stepwise addition of other domains. In the final structure,
the connector and mismatch binding domains can be po-
sitioned, but they are poorly resolved. In contrast to most
other structures, the full-length protein was used for crystal-
lization. However, the C-terminal tetramerization domains
were not resolved in the density, indicating that their posi-
tion is not stabilized by crystal contacts in this crystal form.
This flexible positioning of the C-terminal domains is in line
with SAXS analysis (8).

In this structure, the homodimer of MutS adopts an
asymmetric conformation, where domains are arranged dif-
ferently between the two monomers; this is true for lever,
clamp connector and mismatch binding domains. How-
ever, the ATPase domains are symmetric, in contrast to
mismatch-bound E. coli MutS structures. In the presence
of excess nucleotides, binding of two ADP nucleotides was
the most abundant state in native mass-spectrometry mea-
surements (28). Both monomers bind ADP, but no density
can be seen for magnesium. This lack of magnesium was
previously observed in other DNA-free structures of MutS
homologs (11,29).

Kinking of lever domains MutS

A remarkable feature in this DNA-free crystal structure is
the position and orientation of the clamp and lever do-
mains of both monomers (Figure 1). One of the clamp do-
mains has moved toward the core of the dimer (inward kink,
23o), relative to mismatch-bound E. coli MutS, whereas the
clamp domain in the other subunit moved outward (out-
ward kink, 66o). Strikingly, both motions originate from
a sharp kink in the same region; residues 440–443 and
residues 515–518 in helix 1 and 2 of the coiled-coil respec-
tively, within the lever domain (Figure 1B).

The two lever domains adopt an orientation and con-
formation that is changed relative to other MutS struc-
tures (8,10,29,30). Interestingly, these parts of the helices
showed relatively high B-factors in the mismatch-bound
MutS structures, already suggesting some degree of disor-
der (10). The presence of these defined hinge points suggests
a way for MutS dimers to ‘open up’ and allow a DNA helix
to enter the DNA-binding site, while DNA could also be re-
leased in this manner if no mismatch is found and/or sliding
clamp is formed. We therefore hypothesize that this crystal
structure represents a conformation of MutS that precedes
DNA binding.

Mutations to influence the kinking in the lever domain

We wondered whether the kink-movements in the lever do-
mains were essential for DNA binding. Therefore, we stud-
ied the kinking of the lever domains in two ways: (i) by mak-
ing several mutants in the coiled-coil region that should af-
fect the kinking-ability (Figure 2A and B) and (ii) by locking
MutS in a kinked-outward conformation via crosslinking of
two cysteines in one of the helices of the coiled-coil (Figure
2C).

We made mutants to affect the coiled-coil stability in the
hinge-region of both helices. The lever domains of MutS
form a left-handed antiparallel coiled-coil arrangement (14)
(Figure 2A). Coiled-coil structures are common structural
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Figure 1. DNA-free crystal structure of MutS with differently positioned clamp domains. (A) Cartoons of crystal structure of apo-structure and mismatch-
bound (PDB entry: 1E3M) Escherichia coli MutS. The two monomers are shown as dark blue and light blue cartoons, and DNA and ADP are shown
in orange. (B) Superposition to show the kinking that reorients the clamp domains of both monomers in the apo-structure (color as in A) relative to
mismatch-bound MutS (shown as red ribbons).

motifs in which helices wrap around each other to form a
super helix. While the effect of sequence variation on coiled-
coil stability is not fully understood, hydrophobic residues
such as leucines and alanines at the a and d positions of the
heptad repeats should facilitate dimer interaction (31). Sim-
ilarly, charged residues such as glutamate or lysine at the e
and g positions seem to facilitate interhelical electrostatic
interactions (31) (Figure 2A). Both helices of the coiled-
coil are kinked in the DNA-free structure. Therefore, we
hypothesized that if we can create a MutS mutant that has
less ability to kink, MutS will be more stable in the closed
conformation and will remain a stable complex with DNA.
Inversely, the more the kink will be promoted, the less stable
the coiled-coil will be and the DNA binding ability will de-
crease. Using this hypothesis, we designed several mutants
aimed to stabilize or perturb the coiled-coil, to investigate
the importance of the kinking that we observed in our crys-
tal structure.

We aimed to promote stabilization of the coiled-coils by
introducing hydrophobic residues at position a and d, re-
sulting in MutS mutants STAB1–3 (Figure 2). In addition,
STAB4 was made with the additional charged residues at
position e and g to allow more ionic interactions. Con-
versely we introduced Pro/Gly/Pro motifs at the hinge re-
gion, which should destabilize the hinge by weakening the
coiled-coil stability and make the hinge more flexible. These
MutS mutants were named FLEX1 and FLEX2 and we
also generated a combination of these, FLEX3 (Figure 2).

The second approach was to generate a double cysteine
mutant of MutS (LOCK1), which should allow locking the
MutS dimer in the outward-kinked conformation in both
monomers by crosslinking the two sides of the helix using a
bismaleimide crosslinker with a suitable length (Figure 2C).

Since mutations affect the secondary structure, they can
also influence overall protein stability. Therefore, all mutant
proteins were subjected to thermostability measurements
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Figure 2. The coiled-coil in the lever domain of MutS. (A) Helical wheel representation of the coiled-coil in the lever domain of WT MutS. Sequences
of the helices and their corresponding heptad assignment are written below. The residues around which the kinking takes place are underscored. Table
below shows all mutants that were made to study the coiled-coil stability. Positions on helical wheel were chosen first and suitable mutation were made on
specific positions. (B) Residues mutated on hydrophobic core positions in coiled-coil (a and d) are shown in red. Residues that could contribute to stability
due to ionic interactions (e and g) are shown in blue. Remaining mutants are colored in black. (C) MutS can be locked in a kink-open conformation by
creating a double cysteine MutS and creating a bridge between position 435C and 449C using bismaleimide-activated PEG compound. This is unique for
the kink-open conformation since the kink-in and mismatch-bound conformation (not shown) will not allow this due to distance and sterical hindrance.

and compared to WT (Table 2). We found that the muta-
tions had only marginal effects on the stability of the pro-
tein, as indicated by melting temperature for all variants,
with the exception of LOCK1 and FLEX3. In addition, the
purification of MutS FLEX2 and FLEX3 required higher
salt and glycerol during lysis, indicating lower solubility, but

this was not observed for the LOCK1 mutant. Results on
these three mutants must therefore be interpreted with cau-
tion. In addition, analytical gel filtration profiles of all vari-
ants show similar elution profiles, indicating that no ma-
jor conformational changes have occurred (Supplementary
Figure S1)
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Table 2. Properties of the MutS variants used in this study

MutS binding MutL binding

Protein Tm
* (◦C)

Kapp
d in FP#

(nM)
Kapp

d in
SPR# (nM)

kapp
off in SPR#

(s−1)
Kapp

d in SPR#

(nM)

WT MutS 43.2 ± 0.6 3.2 ± 0.5 69 ± 4 0.016 ± 2.7 *10−5 15 ± 1
Aimed to promote stable coiled-coil
STAB1 42.1 ± 0.9 0.95 ± 0.2 76 ± 6 0.027 ± 5.1 *10−5 18 ± 2
STAB2 43.2 ± 0.7 2.5 ± 0.3 62 ± 9 0.018 ± 2.8 *10−5 16 ± 2
STAB3 44.4 ± 1.0 2.5 ± 0.3 52 ± 11 0.009 ± 1.3 *10−5 17 ± 2
STAB4 43.0 ± 0.5 1.2 ± 0.2 110 ± 23 0.009 ± 1.4 *10−5 11 ± 2
Aimed to promote instable coiled-coil
FLEX1 42.4 ± 1.0 22 ± 0.7 188 ± 17 0.029 ± 7.4 *10−5 8.0 ± 1
FLEX2 41.7 ± 1.6 >670 978 ± 236 N/A >1500
FLEX3 39.9 ± 0.8 >4600 N/A N/A N/A
Aimed to promote locked kink-out conformation
LOCK1 – Crosslinked$ ND ND N/A N/A N/A
LOCK1$ 38.6 ± 4.9 ND 28 ± 1 0.022 ± 3.8 *10−5 N/A
WT$ ND ND 30 ± 4 0.017 ± 2.4 *10−5

MIXED LOCK1$ ND ND 93 ± 7.5 0.009 ± 1.2 *10−5 N/A

*Standard deviation of three measurements are indicated after the ± sign.
#Standard errors of fitting are indicated after the ± sign.
$BSA was added to SPR running buffer at 1 mg/ml concentration.
N/A: parameters could not be determined, ND: experiment not performed.

DNA binding is affected by mutations in the kinking regions

To investigate whether the mutations in the coiled-coil in-
fluence DNA binding abilities, we used fluorescence polar-
ization (FP) to measure equilibrium binding to a TAMRA-
labeled DNA oligomer containing a GT mismatch (Table
2 and Figure 3). As predicted, all STAB-mutants showed
comparable or stronger binding than WT. All FLEX-
mutants that were designed to decrease the coiled-coil sta-
bility showed weaker DNA binding.

To investigate whether these differences in affinities for
DNA originated from changes in binding kinetics, we per-
formed SPR assays in which DNA binding kinetics can be
assessed. The SPR measurements occur under flow condi-
tions resulting in somewhat different affinity values com-
pared to the FP measurements. However, the variations be-
tween mutants remained consistent between the two tech-
niques. The STAB mutants show a similar Kapp

d as WT ex-
cept for STAB4. However, their apparent off rates are dif-
ferent (Table 2 and Figure 3C).

Destabilizing mutants, FLEX1, FLEX2 and FLEX3 all
show faster dissociation rate, resulting into a weaker DNA
affinity (Table 2 and Figure 3D). We also observed that mu-
tating residues in helix 2 (FLEX2) have a larger effect on
DNA affinity than mutating residues in helix 1 (FLEX1).

Analysis of sliding clamp formation and MutL recruitment

Next, we tested whether mutations in the coiled-coil of
MutS would affect clamp formation and MutL loading
on DNA (21). This analysis was not performed for MutS
FLEX3 as it did not bind DNA sufficiently well for these
assays. First, we analyzed ATP-induced release of blocked-
end DNA as proxy for sliding clamp formation. We did this
for all MutS STAB and FLEX mutants by performing SPR
experiments with 100-bp heteroduplex DNA in the pres-

ence of ATP. All MutS mutants show slower dissociation
on closed-end DNA than on open-end DNA (Supplemen-
tary Figure S2), indicating that all mutants are able to form
the ATP-induced sliding clamp, which is required for MutL
binding.

Next, MutL binding experiments were performed using
the same oligo and ATP concentration as mentioned above,
but now with titrations of MutL (Figure 3G). The bind-
ing response of the highest MutL concentration was plotted
(Figure 3H) (individual experiments, Supplemental Figures
S3 and S4).

We observed that WT, STAB1, STAB2, STAB3 and
FLEX1 have a similar Kapp

d for MutL binding (Supple-
mentary Figure S4), showing that loading of MutL is not
affected for these mutants. MutS FLEX2 has little MutL
binding, likely due to poor DNA binding (Figure 3D). Fi-
nally, MutS STAB4 shows poor MutL binding on open het-
eroduplex DNA, compared to MutS WT, but it is not im-
paired on blocked DNA (Supplementary Figure S4).

As STAB4 binds mismatched DNA with an affinity in the
same range as WT (respectively 110 ± 23 and 69 ± 4 nM),
this could not explain the poor MutL recruitment on open
DNA. We wondered if MutL binding itself was impaired,
or whether the effect could be due to earlier steps.

To address this question, we further analyzed STAB4 be-
havior as a function of ATP. At a relatively high ATP con-
centration (32 �M), MutL stabilizes the WT protein on
open-end DNA (Figure 4A). STAB4 is clearly impaired in
this MutL-dependent stabilization, but we also noticed that
STAB4 dissociates less than WT MutS (Figure 4A). There-
fore, we analyzed dissociation from open-end DNA at dif-
ferent ATP concentrations (Figure 4B–E). We observed that
STAB4 responds slower to ATP than WT (Figure 4B and C)
indicating a defect in sliding clamp formation. Since sliding
clamp formation and MutL binding are not impaired on
blocked-end DNA, we can conclude that STAB4 may be
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Figure 3. Binding of MutS mutants to mismatched DNA and MutL. (A) Schematic representation of SPR set-up. Biotinylated DNA consisting of 21
basepairs containing a GT mismatch and a Thymine-linker, immobilized on a streptavidin chip (top). MutS binds to the mismatch (middle) and will
dissociate (bottom). (B) MutS WT binding curve with concentrations ranging from 5 to 640 nM. Starting with 120 s injection of MutS, followed by
buffer injection for 240 s. (C) Binding curves for stabilizing mutants STAB1, STAB2, STAB3 and STAB4. (D) Binding curves for flexible mutants FLEX1,
FLEX2 and FLEX3. (E) Binding curve of all MutS mutants and WT at 160 nM, normalized on maximum response at t = 120 s. (F) Equilibrium binding
measurements using TAMRA-labeled 21-bp DNA containing a GT mismatch. Data points are averages between three measurements and error bars
represent SEM. (G) Binding of MutS and MutL on 100-bp oligo, normalized on maximum MutS binding. MutL WT (concentrations ranging from 0
to 2048 nM) binding curve to MutS WT (1200 nM). The signal at t = 65–75 s and t = 185–195 s was removed due to the signal noise at the start and
end of MutL injection. (H) Binding curves of MutL WT at concentration 2048 nM to all MutS constructs, normalized on maximum MutS binding
(Supplementary Figures S4 and S5 for individual runs).

defective in the transition toward the MutL-activating state
and that this affects MutL loading on open-end DNA.

Both monomers are able to kink-out and required for full
DNA binding

In our crystal structure we observe two types of kink, one
monomer kinking ‘in’ and one monomer kinking ‘out’. We
wondered whether this is a state that can bind DNA, or
if this is only a conformation to ‘open up’ for DNA bind-
ing. To test this, we designed a mutant aimed to lock each
monomer in the ‘kinked-out’ state by crosslinking of two

cysteines irreversibly at either side of the hinge within the
monomer. We introduced cysteines E435C and R449C into
the cysteine free variant of MutS (19,20), creating MutS
LOCK1 (Figure 2C). Addition of BM(PEG)3 to LOCK1
generates the crosslink within the monomer. Binding abili-
ties of LOCK1 and crosslinked LOCK1 to a 100-bp oligo
were first verified via gel filtration analysis (Supplementary
Figure S5). A peak shift, between 100GT50 and LOCK1–
100GT50, shows binding of free LOCK1. However, this
peak shift is absent when LOCK1 is crosslinked, indicating
that crosslinked LOCK1 cannot bind 100GT50. To deter-
mine the kinetic parameters of LOCK1, with and without
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Figure 4. STAB4 is affected in ATP response and MutL binding. (A) MutS (1200 nM) was injected for 120 s in the absence of ATP on 100GT50, followed
by a second injection containing either 32 �M ATP or 32 �M ATP + 400 nM MutL. MutS WT followed by ATP induced release (black) and bound
by ATP and MutL (gray). MutS STAB4 with ATP (purple) and co-injected with MutL (pink). Binding is normalized on maximum MutS response. (B)
MutS injection for 120 s (1200 nM), followed by 120-s injection of buffer (black) or 0.5, 4 or 32 �M ATP, respectively, in light to dark curves. (C) MutS
STAB4 binding and dissociation, details see panel (B). (D) MutS injection for 120 s, followed by 120-s injection of buffer (black) or 0.5, 4 or 32 �M ATP
supplemented with 400 nM MutL, respectively, in light to dark curves. (E) MutS STAB4 and MutL binding and dissociation, details see panel (D).

a crosslinker to heteroduplex DNA, SPR experiments were
performed. These data showed that crosslinked LOCK1 has
a poor DNA affinity (Figure 5B) too poor for further analy-
sis. Unmodified LOCK1 shows DNA-binding kinetics sim-
ilar to MutS WT (compare Figure 5A and B; Table 2).

To test the importance of both monomers in DNA
binding, we generated heterodimers of unmodified and
crosslinked LOCK1 by creating a mixed sample of unmod-
ified LOCK1 and crosslinked LOCK1 in equimolar ratios
to allow the heterodimers to form. We used 2-fold higher
monomer concentrations, to account for an expected mix-
ture of unmodified homodimer LOCK1, heterodimer and
homodimer crosslinked LOCK1, distribution of 1:2:1. Al-
though the actual distribution is unknown, the resulting
mixture shows kinetic behavior of the mixture that is dif-
ferent from either of the homodimers (Figure 5C and B)
indicating that heterodimers were produced and that the
crosslinked coiled-coil affects the DNA -binding properties.

We conclude that kinking-movements are important in
DNA loading since locked outward-kink LOCK1 shows
very poor DNA binding and that heterodimers bind mis-
matched DNA with a weaker Kd

app but a slower koff
compared to non-crosslinked LOCK1 indicating that both
monomers are important for DNA binding.

DISCUSSION

MutS is known to possess conformational freedom of its
clamp domains in solution, as observed in SAXS studies (8)
and in a previous crystal apo-structure of Taq MutS (11).
However, the nature of this disorder remained unclear. In
this work, we have tried to show that kinking of the helices

in the lever domains of MutS can allow for movement of
the clamp domains, as observed in the new apo-structure.
Our measurements indicate that perturbation of the heli-
cal fold in these regions influences DNA-binding properties
of MutS. Therefore, we hypothesize that kinking of coiled-
coils as observed in this new crystal structure precedes DNA
binding. Finally, crosslinked LOCK1 indicates that both
monomers can kink outward and that they are both in-
volved in full DNA binding.

Our structure is the first apo-structure for E. coli MutS.
Recently, an apo-structure of MutS Neisseria gonorrhoeae
was reported (29). The conformation of the clamp domains
in ADP-bound MutS N. gonorrhoeae is rather different than
in our structure. It has straight coiled-coils, without any
kink in the lever domains, but with a somewhat more open
conformation compared to mismatch-bound MutS.

All three MutS apo-structures are symmetrical in their
nucleotide-state. DNA-free Taq MutS is lacking any nu-
cleotide, our E. coli MutS structure has two ADP bound,
as expected at this concentration of ADP (28,32). Both
apo-structures of N. gonorrhoeae also have two nucleotides
bound. Neisseria gonorrhoeae MutS has been crystallized
in the presence of ADP (PDB: 5yk4). Surprisingly, on close
inspection of the electron density maps, there is additional
density visible, which could be explained by a third phos-
phate group. Possibly ATP or AMP-PNP were present, as in
the second N. gonorrhoeae published structure (PDB: 5x9w)
(29). It is possible that this nucleotide difference explains the
differences in the lever domain conformation, relative to our
ADP-bound kinked structure. Alternatively, the kinking is
a stochastic process and the open form switches continually
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Figure 5. Stabilized kink (LOCK1) slows down kinetics of mismatched DNA binding. All SPR curves were performed in the presence of 1 mg/ml BSA.
All runs started with 120-s injection of MutS, followed by buffer injection for 240 s. (A) SPR titration curve of MutS WT onto mismatched DNA with
concentrations 5–80 nM. (B) SPR titration curve of MutS LOCK1 onto mismatched DNA with concentrations 8–128 nM. In blue MutS LOCK1, in
red LOCK1 crosslinked with BM(PEG)3. (C) Homodimer LOCK1 (see panel (B), blue) together with a 1:1 mixture of non-crosslinked and crosslinked
(purple). Both constructs have a titration of 8–128 nM, making the total MutS concentration 16–256 nM.

between straight, kinked-in and kinked out states and the
crystal traps a defined state.

Surprisingly, despite the difference in nucleotide state, all
three apo-structures of MutS are lacking Mg2+ while it was
present in each crystallization set-up. It may be explained
by the fact that magnesium does not play a role in the equi-
librium of ADP binding (32).

We made a series of mutants with the intention to an-
alyze the importance of the defined kink for MutS func-
tion. Although we could not explicitly validate the struc-
tural impact of our mutations, they do affect DNA bind-
ing in opposing ways. Several mutants were designed to im-
prove the stability of the coiled-coil (STAB3, 4), and these
resulted in DNA binding with slower kinetics. This could in-
dicate that ‘opening’ up of the dimer requires the ability to
kink the helices. Conversely, the Pro/Gly/Pro motifs at the
kinking sites in the FLEX-mutants were designed to desta-
bilize the coiled-coil. These mutations had a very clear ef-
fect on DNA binding, where mutations in either of the two
helices resulted in weaker binding to DNA, mainly due to
faster release. In contrast to STAB3 and STAB4, the effect
of Pro/Gly/Pro motif on DNA release is not balanced out
by a comparable effect on association. Possibly, the effect on
the helical stability is too big to form a stable MutS:DNA
complex. The effect of introducing the Pro/Gly/Pro motif
is less for residues 441–443 than for residues 515–517, in-
line with the smaller sequence change since residue 442 is
already a glycine in the native protein.

We found that an intra-domain crosslink in the LOCK1
mutant severely affects DNA binding. This suggests that
kinking of the lever domains is required for DNA binding.
Since the dissociation rate of mixed LOCK1 is slower, it
seems that both monomers need to be flexible for normal
DNA binding and release.

All our mutants were able to form a sliding clamp on
blocked DNA and able to recruit MutL. However, on open
heteroduplex DNA, STAB4 did no longer bind MutL, al-
though it still slides to some extent. This seems to be pri-
marily caused by its weaker response to ATP, which may
have slowed down the ability to arrive at the conformation
required for MutL binding. Since it was still able to recruit
MutL on closed-end DNA the slower sliding clamp forma-
tion may be the main defect in this mutant.

Our data suggest that the ability to rearrange the coiled-
coil levers is important for MutS function. This is not neces-
sarily a surprise, as flexibility of the coiled-coil-region was
already shown to be important for related ABC-ATPases,
such as the SMCs and RAD50 (15–18). What is surprising
though, is that this flexibility appears as a sharp kink, rather
than a gradual bend, although we believe that the precise
kink angles may vary in the absence of crystal contacts.
Sharp kinks have been observed in the coiled-coils of the
SMC proteins by AFM and rotary shadowing EM (15,33).
During revision of this manuscript, a paper appeared that
revealed the presence of a defined kink in the structure of
E. coli MukBEF and demonstrate its presence in Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae cohesin (34). The authors then show that
discontinuity in the coiled-coils of related SMC proteins is a
conserved feature in the SMC family suggesting that the so-
called elbow movement is important for function. Together
with our findings, this could open up a new mode of action
for ABC-ATPase.

An interesting question is whether the hinge can respond
by internal (e.g. ATP binding) or external (e.g. DNA bind-
ing) forces. Literature analysis does not give much prece-
dent, with the exception of the ‘buckling’ observed in ther-
mosensitive K(2P) channels coiled-coils and long �-helix fil-
aments as a response to external stress to the ends of the he-
lices (35,36). However, this type of force seems unlikely for
MutS. Although it is theoretically possible that crystal con-
tacts contributed to the kinked MutS state, our data indicate
that the ability to move these regions may affect DNA bind-
ing. This suggests that the flexibility of the hinge region is
used in the binding process. How this is organized will need
further research.

In conclusion, we have found unexpected defined hinge
points in the coiled-coil helices in the lever domains of
MutS. It suggests a manner in which this protein can subtly
achieve flexibility before adapting to the more ordered and
probably favorable DNA-bound state. Some mutations in
the hinging region have clear effects on DNA-Please check
all figures are correctly placed and have no missing sec-
tions.binding properties of MutS, suggesting that there is
a fine balance of the helical stability of the lever domains
for proper DNA mismatch repair.
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